Abstract. Recent advances in ubiquitous devices open an opportunity to apply new data stream mining techniques to support intelligent decision making in the next generation of ubiquitous applications. This paper motivates and describes a novel Context-aware Collaborative data stream mining system CC-Stream that allows intelligent mining and classification of time-changing data streams on-board ubiquitous devices. CC-Stream explores the knowledge available in other ubiquitous devices to improve local classification accuracy. Such knowledge is associated with context information that captures the system state for a particular underlying concept. CC-Stream uses an ensemble method where the classifiers are selected and weighted based on their local accuracy for different partitions of the instance space and their context similarity in relation to the current context.
Introduction and Motivation
The increasing technological advances and popularity of ubiquitous devices, such as smart phones, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) and wireless sensor networks, open an opportunity to perform intelligent data analysis in such ubiquitous computing environments [12, 7, 10] .
This work is focused on collaborative data stream mining on-board ubiquitous devices in complex ubiquitous environments. The goal is to learn an anytime, anywhere classification model that represents the underlying concept from a stream of labelled records [6, 7] . Such model is used to predict the label of the incoming unlabelled records. However, in real-world ubiquitous applications, it is common for the underlying concept of interest to change over time [20] . The problem of learning from time-changing data streams is generally known in the literature as concept drift [25, 11, 19, 20, 8] . An effective data stream mining system must recognise and adapt to changes by continuously learning the different timechanging concepts [20, 8] . Therefore, learning systems should be able to adapt to concept changes without explicitly being informed about such changes. For example, using available contextual features [24, 9] or the performance of the base learner [8] as a technique to adapt to concept drift.
Context awareness is an important part of ubiquitous computing [17, 5, 1] . In most ubiquitous applications concepts are associated with context, this means that they may reappear when a similar context occurs. For example, a weather prediction model usually changes according to the seasons. The same applies with product recommendations or text filtering models where the user interest and behaviour might change over time due to fashion, economy, spatial-temporal situation or any other context [25, 9, 20] . This has motivated some works [24, 9] to analyse how to use context to track concept changes.
In this work, we propose to use the knowledge available in other devices and context information to collaboratively improve the accuracy of local predictions. The data mining problem is assumed to be the same in all the devices, however the feature space and the data distributions are not static, as assumed in traditional data mining approaches [13, 20] . We are interested in understanding how context and the knowledge available in other devices can be integrated to improve local predictive accuracy in a ubiquitous data stream mining scenario [7] .
As an illustrative example, collaborative spam filtering [2] is one of the possible applications for the proposed collaborative learning approach. Each ubiquitous device learns and maintains a local filter that is incrementally learnt from a local data stream based on features extracted from the incoming mails. In addition, user usage patterns and feedback are used to supervise the filter that represents the target concept (i.e., the distinction between spam and ham). The ubiquitous devices collaborate by sharing their knowledge with others, which can improve local predictive accuracy. Furthermore, the dissemination of knowledge is faster, as devices new to the mining task, or that have access to fewer labelled records, can anticipate spam patterns that were observed in the community, but not yet locally. Moreover, the privacy and computational issues that would result from sharing the original mail are minimised, as only the filters are shared. Consequently, this increases the efficiency of the collaborative learning process.
However, many challenges arise from this scenario, the major ones are:
-how the knowledge from the community can be exploited to improve local predictiveness, while resolving possible conflicts, as ultimately the local knowledge should have priority over the community (i.e., user interests can be unique); -how to integrate context information in the collaborative learning process; and -how to adapt to changes in the underlying concept and provide anytime, anywhere data stream classification in ubiquitous devices.
To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose an incremental ensemble approach (CC-Stream) where the models from the community are selected and weighted based on their local accuracy for different partitions of the instance space and their context similarity to the current context. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The following Section reviews the related work. Section 3 provides the preliminaries of the approach and the problem definition, which is followed by the description of the CC-Stream system in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, our conclusions and future work are presented.
Related Work

Collaborative Data Stream Mining
In collaborative and distributed data mining, the data is partitioned and the goal is to apply data mining to different, usually very small and overlapping, subsets of the entire data [3, 18] . In this work, our goal is not to learn a global concept, but to learn from other devices their concepts, while maintaining a local or subjective point of view. Wurst and Morik [26] explore this idea by investigating how communication among peers can enhance the individual local models without aiming at a common global model. The motivation is similar to what is proposed in domain adaptation [4] or transfer learning [16] . However, these assume a batch scenario. When the mining task is performed in a ubiquitous environment [7, 10] , an incremental learning approach is required.
In ubiquitous data stream mining, the feature space of the records that occur in the data stream may change over time [13] or be different among devices [26] . For example, in a stream of documents where each word is a feature, it is impossible to know in advance which words will appear over time, and thus what is the best feature space to represent the documents with. Using a very large vocabulary of words results inefficient, as most of the words will likely be redundant and only a small subset of words is finally useful for classification. Over time, it is also likely that new important features appear and that previously selected features become less important, which brings change to the subset of relevant features. Such change in the feature space is related to the problem of concept drift, as the target concept may change due to changes in the predictiveness of the available features.
Context-Aware Data Mining
Context representation in information systems is a problem studied by many researchers as they attempt to formally define the notion of context. Schmidt et al. [17] defined context as the knowledge about the users and device state. Moreover, Dey [5] defines context as 'Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity'. In contrast, Brezillon and Pomerol [1] argue that there is no particular knowledge that can be objectively called context, as context is in the eye of the beholder. They state that 'knowledge that can be qualified as 'contextual' depends on the context!'. In addition, Padovitz et al. [15] proposed a general approach that models context using geometrical spaces called Context Spaces, which allows the inference of situations in contextaware environments. The context spaces representation is used for the context representation in the system proposed in this paper.
Context dependence has been recognised as a problem in several real world domains [22, 24, 9] . Turney [22] was among the first ones to introduce the problem of context in machine learning. Widmer [24] exploits what is referred as contextual clues (based on the Turney [22] definition of primary/contextual features) and proposes a meta-learning method to identify such clues. Contextual clues are context-defining attributes or combinations of attributes whose values are characteristic of the underlying concept. When more or less systematic changes in their values are observed this might indicate a change in the target concept. The method automatically detects contextual clues on-line, and when a potential context change is signalled, the knowledge about the recognised context clues is used to adapt the learning process in some appropriate way. However, if the hidden context is not represented in the contextual clues it is not possible to detect and adapt to change.
Ensemble Approaches for Data Stream Mining
Ensemble approaches have been applied successfully to improve classification accuracy in data mining problems and particularly in data streams, where the underlying concept changes [19, 23, 14] . CC-Stream is a context-aware ensemble approach to exploit the community knowledge in a ubiquitous data stream mining scenario [7] . The proposed system is most related in terms of the learning algorithm to what has been proposed in [27] and [21] as both approaches consider concept drift, select the best classifier for each instance based on its position in the instance space, and able to learn from data streams. However, their base classifiers are learnt from chunks of a stream of trained records in a sequential method, while we explore how the knowledge available in the ubiquitous environment can be used and adapted to represent the current underlying concept for a given device. Moreover, these approaches do not consider the integration of context.
Preliminaries
Predictive and Context Feature Space definitions. Let X be the space of all attributes and its possible values and Y the set of possible (discrete) class labels.
According to the general idea of Turney [22] and to Widmer [24] definition: Such notions are based on a probability distribution for the observed classes given the features. However, when the probability distribution is unknown it is often possible to use background knowledge to distinguish between predictive and contextual features [22] .
Problem Definition
This work is focused on collaborative data stream mining between ubiquitous devices. Each ubiquitous device d aims to learn the underlying concept from a local stream DS d of labelled records where the set of class labels Y is fixed. However, the feature space X is not static. Let X To address such situations, we propose to exploit models from the community and use the available labelled records from DS d to obtain a model m d . We expect m d to be more accurate than using the local labelled records alone when building the model. The incremental learning of m d should adapt to changes in the underlying concept. Moreover, we assume context information is available in the ubiquitous devices.
Context Integration
In situations where contextual information is related to the underlying concepts, such knowledge could be exploited to improve the adaptation to the underlying concept. Nevertheless, these relations are not known apriori, and it is even possible that given the available context information it is not possible to find such relations. Still, in many real-world problems we find examples where the available context information does not explain all global concept changes, but partially explains some of these. For example, user preferences often change with time or location. Imagine a user that has different interests during the weekends, weekdays, when at home or at work. In general, different concepts can recur due to periodic context (e.g., seasons, locations, week days) or non-periodic context (e.g., rare events, fashion, economic trends).
When exploiting context relations to improve local predictive accuracy, one could argue that context information should be simply added as additional attributes in the base learner. However, that would increase the problem dimensional complexity and introduce noise to the learning process, since concepts may change due to factors that may not be expressed as context attributes. Therefore, we believe that such context information should be integrated carefully in a meta-learning level (as discussed in [22, 24, 9] ).
Context Representation
The context representation and similarity we propose to integrate in our approach is inspired on the Context Spaces model [15] , where a context state is represented as an object in a multidimensional Euclidean space. A context state c i in context space C is defined as a tuple of N context attribute-values,
where a i n represents the value of context attribute a n for the i th context state
The available context information depends on the learning environment and data mining problem. Context information can represent simple sensors (e.g., time, temperature, humidity) or a more complex context (e.g., season, location, gait) defined by domain experts or inferred by other means beyond the scope of the problem discussed in this work. We assume that at anytime a context provider can be asked the current context state.
Context Similarity.
Context similarity is not a trivial problem [15] , because while it could be more immediate to measure the (dis)similarity between two values in a continuous attribute, the same is not that easy when we consider categorical ones and to a greater extent when integrating the heterogeneous attributes similarity into a (dis)similarity measure between context states. For the purposes of this work the degree of similarity between context states c i and c j , using the Euclidean distance is defined as:
where a i k represents the k th attribute-value in context state c i . For numerical attributes distance is defined as:
where s is the estimated standard deviation for a k . For nominal attributes distance is defined as:
CC-Stream
In this work, a context-aware collaborative learning system CC-Stream for ubiquitous data stream mining is proposed. CC-Stream uses an ensemble to combine the knowledge of different models, in order to represent the current underlying concept.
There is a large number of ensemble methods to combine models, which can be roughly divided into: i) voting methods, where the class that gets most votes is chosen [19, 23, 14] ; and ii) selection methods, where the "'best"' model for a particular instance is used to predict the class label [27, 21] . The CC-Stream system uses a selection method that partitions the instance space X into a set of regions R. For each region, an estimate of the models' accuracy is maintained over a sliding window. This estimated value is updated incrementally as new labelled records are observed in the data stream or new models are available. This process (in Algorithm 1), can be considered a metalearning task where we try to learn for each model from the community how it best represents the local underlying concept for a particular region r i ∈ R. Furthermore, for each context state obtained from the context provider the models that are accurate for that context are associated with it. Figure 1 shows the regions that result from the partition of the instance space. Moreover, it shows an illustrative context space with some possible context states that are associated with particular models (i.e., different colours).
Algorithm 1. CC-Stream Training
For the classification of a new unlabelled record x i , CC-Stream uses the best model prediction. The best model is considered to be the one that is more accurate for the partition r i that contains the new record and that is associated with a context similar to the current one, as detailed in Algorithm 2. The accuracy for a region r i is the average accuracy for each value of its attributes. The next sections explain how the regions are created using the attribute values, how the base learner deals with the dynamic feature space in each device and how context is integrated.
Creating Regions
An important part of CC-Stream is to learn for each region of the instance space X which model m j performs better. This way m j predictions can be used with confidence to classify incoming unlabelled records that belong to that particular region.
The instance space can be partitioned in several ways, here we follow the method used by Zhu et al. [27] , where the partitions are created using the different values of each attribute. For example, if an attribute has two values, two estimators of how the classifiers perform for each value are kept. If the attribute is numeric, it is discretised and the regions use the values that result from the discretisation process. This method has shown good results and it represents a natural way of partitioning the instance space. However, there is an increased memory cost associated with a larger number of regions. To minimise this cost the regions can be partitioned into higher granularity ones, aggregating attribute values into a larger partition. This is illustrated in Figure 1 , where the values V 4 and V 5 of attribute A1 are grouped into regions r41 to r45.
Base Learner
In CC-Stream the knowledge base of each device uses local knowledge and knowledge received from the community. The local model is incrementally built using the data stream incoming records. This model is treated similarly to the models received from the community. Its global performance is monitored and it is expected to increase with the number of training records [6] . Once its performance is stable the model can be shared with other devices.
The base learner algorithm is used to learn a model that represents the data stream underlying concept. Any classification algorithm able to learn incrementally and to handle a dynamic feature space (i.e., each feature is treated independently ) can be used for this task. The decision of the base learner algorithm can be made according to the nature of data to be mined, choosing the algorithm that best suits it (e.g., high accuracy, handles noise, memory consumed, faster processing time). Some popular algorithms that can be used as base learner are the Naive Bayes and Nearest Neighbour Algorithms [24, 13] .
Integration of Context
To exploit the context information available in ubiquitous devices, we propose to learn which models are able to represent the current underlying concept given a certain context state. When a new labelled records is processed in the data stream the context provider is asked for the current context state. For each context state we keep estimators of model performance (described in Algorithm 1). Such information is used when the system is asked to classify a new unlabelled record. This procedure is described in Algorithm 2. In line 6 we are interested in maximising the following function
where the getAccuracy(m j , r) is the accuracy of model m j for region r and getContext(m j , c i ) is the context performance of model m j in situations of a context similar to the occurring context state c i . This is calculated using the context state c j that is associated with model m j and that is the nearest (i.e., smallest distance, using the distance function defined in Section 3.3) to c i . The w r and w c are weights given to the different factors of the selection function.
In contrast with the information about models accuracy for the different regions of the instance space that is kept over a sliding window ( because of concept drift ), context information associated with the models is kept over the entire learning process as it will capture higher level patterns (i.e., the relation between context and models/concepts) of the long-term process [24] .
Resource Awareness. Resource-awareness is an important issue in ubiquitous data stream mining [7] . In such a dynamic ubiquitous usage scenario, it is possible for CC-Stream to receive more knowledge from the community over time that it can keep in memory. In such situations we propose to discard past models that have the lowest performance to allow the integration of new, promising models.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper discusses collaborative data stream mining in ubiquitous environments to support intelligent decision making in the next generation of ubiquitous applications. We propose the CC-Stream system, an ensemble approach combines the knowledge of different models available in the ubiquitous environment. It incrementally learns which models are more accurate for certain regions of the feature space and context space. CC-Stream is able to locally adapt to changes in the underlying concept using a sliding window of the models estimates for each region. Moreover, as base learner CC-Stream uses incremental algorithms that consider each individual feature independently. This way it is able to handle the heterogeneity across the devices models and able to deal with the data stream dynamic feature space.
As future work we would like to evaluate CC-Stream with synthetic and real data sets in terms of accuracy and resource consumption. The context similarity function is something we also plan to evaluate and improve. Moreover, we plan to develop a news recommender application that uses CC-Stream to deliver personalised content to a smart phone user while reducing information overload.
